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Advanced takeoff trajectories are proposed for supersonic transport noise reduction by capitalizing on excess

engine thrust and improved aerodynamic efficiency at higher takeoff speeds. These novel trajectories

use i) automatic continuous control of thrust, ii) increased takeoff speed, and iii) reduced cut-back altitude,

compared to conventional pilot-initiated discrete thrust cut-back procedures currently used for subsonic

transport. In this paper, we develop an optimal control framework to assess the attributes of effective

takeoff trajectories for supersonic transport that yield minimum noise levels. We quantify the noise reduction

potential of advanced takeoff trajectories for the eight-passenger, 55-metric-ton, Mach-1.4 NASA Supersonic

Technology Concept Airplane. For the aircraft examined, these advanced takeoff trajectories enable a

cumulative certification noise reduction of 10.6 EPNdB, which is insufficient to meet current subsonic

transport noise limits.

Nomenclature

A�
f = fan inlet area (reference: Aref)

A�
j = jet cross-sectional area (reference: Aref)

CL, CD = aircraft aerodynamic lift and drag coefficients
c0 = ambient speed of sound, m∕s
dfan = fan diameter, m
EPNL = effective perceived noise level, EPNdB
Fn = aircraft net thrust, N
IPNLT = integrated tone-corrected perceived noise level,

EPNdB
I0 = ambient characteristic impedance, Ω
krot = aircraft rotational speed ratio
L, D = aircraft aerodynamic lift and drag forces, N
M0 = Mach number
_m�
c;i = combustor inlet mass flow (reference: ρ0c0Aref)

_m�
f = fan inlet mass flow (reference: ρ0c0Aref)

N�
f = fan rotational speed (reference: c0∕dfan)

n = aircraft load factor
PNLT = tone-corrected perceived noise level, TPNdB
P�
t;c;i = combustor inlet total pressure (reference: p0)

pref = reference acoustic pressure, Pa
p0 = ambient pressure, Pa

hp2i� = mean-square acoustic pressure (reference: pref)

q = ambient dynamic pressure, Pa

SEL = sound exposure level, dB-A
T�
t;c;i = combustor inlet total temperature (reference: T0)

T�
t;c;j = combustor exit total temperature (reference: T0)

T�
t;j = jet total temperature (reference: T0)

T0 = ambient temperature, K
ts = source time, s
V = aircraft velocity, m∕s
V�
j = ideally expanded jet velocity (reference: c0)

x, y, z = aircraft position, m
α = aircraft angle of attack, deg
γ = aircraft climb angle, deg
ΔT�

t;des;c = turbine total temperature drop at design (reference:
T0)

ΔT�
t;f = fan total temperature rise (reference: T0)

θflap = aircraft flap deflection angle, deg

μ0 = ambient dynamic viscosity, kg∕ms
ρ�j = jet density (reference: ρ0)
ρ0 = ambient density, kg∕m3

τ = aircraft thrust setting

I. Introduction

T HE recently growing interest in second-generation civil super-
sonic transport (SST) raises concerns about an increase in

noise around airports, given the extremely high noise levels of the
first-generationConcorde aircraft [1,2]. Recent studies suggest that,
with standard takeoff and landing (LTO) procedures, near-term
commercial SST is unlikely to meet current existing noise limits
for subsonic aircraft, mainly due to the high jet velocities associated
with their high-specific thrust propulsion systems [3]. Since Con-
corde’s introduction into service, significant noise reductions have
been achieved in subsonic transport by shifting to lower design fan
pressure ratio (1.3–1.4) turbofan engines [4,5]. However, the
increased engine diameter corresponding to reduced fan pressure
ratios results in rapidly rising wave drag at supersonic speeds,
leading to increased cruise fuel burn [6]. The opposing require-
ments for low takeoff noise and cruise fuel burn thus limit possible
noise reduction through engine design. Literature therefore sug-
gests that modified takeoff procedures would be necessary for SST
to comply with current noise limits for subsonic aircraft [3,7–9].
Such procedures are enabled by variable noise reduction systems
(VNRSs), defined as dynamic systems integrated into the aircraft
design functioning automatically to change the engine operation
or airframe configuration to reduce noise [10]. A programmed
thrust cut-back (PTCB) [11] is one example of a VNRS, automati-
cally controlling the engine thrust before reaching the allowable
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pilot-initiated cut-back altitude [12].†† The PTCB would be
programmed in the Full-Authority Digital Engine Control (FADEC)
of the engine. Another example of a VNRS is programmed high-lift
devices (PHLDs) that automatically control the aircraft flap deflection
angles during takeoff, and are programmed directly into the Flight
Management System (FMS). However, PHLDs are not considered in
this paper. It is proposed that, if such a VNRS is used for noise
certification testing, it will also need to be active during normal
operations [14]. These automatically actuated and continuously con-
trolled systems are different from the pilot-initiated discrete thrust cut-
back procedures currently used for noise certification of subsonic
transport.
The design of advanced takeoff trajectories for SST using VNRS

falls within the discipline of trajectory optimization with acoustic
objective functions, which has been studied extensively in literature.
Falck et al. [15] demonstrated the ability to implement acoustic
constraints in the trajectory optimization of an urban-air-mobility
class aircraft in densely populated areas by treating the aircraft noise
source as a single monopole. Further work was suggested by Falck
et al. [15] involving the development of a realistic aircraft noise
source model coupled to aircraft and engine design parameters.
Olson [16] assessed a series of advanced takeoff procedures for the
high-speed civil transport AST-105-1 aircraft [17] for community
noise reduction on a case-by-case basis. He found that an automatic
throttle control with increased rotation velocity and an accelerating
climb procedure achieved the best noise reduction. Berton et al. [7]
estimated the noise levels of an eight-passenger, Mach-1.4 super-
sonic business jet using advanced takeoff procedures, inwhich a grid-
search approach was used to assess the effect of PTCB on takeoff
noise. The PTCB procedures considered in Berton et al. [7] are
characterized by two discrete thrust cut-backs: one initiated by the
FADEC and one initiated by the pilot. They found that, through the
use of a discrete PTCB, the cumulative certification noise levels of an
eight-passenger, Mach-1.4, three-engine business jet can be reduced
up to ∼1.0 EPNdB above the Chapter 14 limit for subsonic aircraft
when using a 10% de-rate on the engines at takeoff [18]. Despite the
limited flexibility in optimizing approach trajectories [19], trajectory
optimization for noise minimization has been considered for landing
operations using analytical noise cost functions [20–24].
No previous work has considered the optimization of SST takeoff

trajectories using automatic continuous thrust control schedules to
minimize takeoff noise levels. It is hypothesized that continuous
VNRS can further reduce takeoff certification noise levels by
exploiting their increased degrees of freedom compared to the cur-
rently used pilot-initiated discrete thrust cut-backs. This paper devel-
ops advanced takeoff trajectories for SST noise reduction around

airports. While community noise reduction is the main objective of
such advanced takeoff trajectories, it is not a scalar metric that can
readily be optimized as it has a high spatial dependence. Therefore,
the ICAO certification noisemetric (illustrated in Fig. 1) is taken as a
surrogate measure of noise exposure around the airport. The metric
combines noise measurements at an approach, lateral, and flyover
microphones. The approach microphone is not used in this paper, as
the focus is on takeoff trajectories. The objectives of this paper are to
a) identify attributes of advanced takeoff trajectories for SST using
VNRS yielding minimum noise levels, and b) quantify their noise
reduction potential.
While an exhaustive search approach can be effective to optimize

the control variables in a single thrust cut-back maneuver (i.e., the
altitude and amount of thrust cut-back), such an approach quickly
becomes computationally intractable when optimizing automatic
continuous thrust control schedules [25]. Gradient-based optimiza-
tion methods enable the design of such VNRS at reduced computa-
tional cost. In this paper, an optimal control framework is developed
usingNASA’sOpenMDAOpackage [26] to designVNRS for takeoff
noise minimization. The optimal control framework couples the
pyNA aircraft noise estimation model—developed by Voet et al.
[27]—to a takeoff trajectory model developed using the Dymos
packagewithin NASAOpenMDAO [28]. The optimal control frame-
work uses the sensitivities of acoustic objective functions with
respect to engine control variables provided by pyNA to enable
effective gradient-based optimization of the thrust control variables
along the takeoff trajectory.
The paper is set out as follows: Section II defines the characteristics

of advanced takeoff trajectories compared to a standard trajectory
abiding by the noise certification standards for subsonic transport in
ICAO Annex 16 Volume I [12]. Section III presents the physical
models for the aircraft and engine configuration, the takeoff trajec-
tory, and the noise assessment. The formulation of the trajectory
optimization problem is outlined in Sec. IV. Section V presents and
discusses the results for the advanced takeoff trajectories for the
eight-passenger Mach 1.4 NASA Supersonic Technology Concept
Aeroplane (STCA) [29].

II. Definition of Standard and Advanced Takeoff
Trajectories

Table 1 defines a standard trajectory as one that abides by the
noise certification regulations for subsonic transport in ICAO
Annex 16 Volume I [12]. The key characteristics of the standard

Fig. 1 Sketch of the noise certification microphone arrangement for aircraft takeoff and landing (LTO) operations [12].

Table 1 Comparison of advanced takeoff trajectory to a standard

takeoff trajectory abiding by the ICAO Annex 16 Volume I noise
certification regulations for subsonic transport [12]

Parameter Standard trajectory Advanced trajectory

Trajectory
controls

Pilot-initiated discrete single
thrust cut-back

Automatic continuous
programmed thrust cut-back

Control
altitude

3 engines: zcb > 260 m (853 ft) zcb > 10.7 m (35 ft)

4 engines: zcb > 210 m (689 ft)

Takeoff
speed

V2 � 5.1 m∕s (10 kts) < VTO <
V2 � 10.3 m∕s (20 kts) VTO < 128.6 m∕s (250 kts)

††Advanced takeoff procedures using automatic thrust control for commu-
nity noise abatement were first proposed during the Supersonic Cruise
Research program by Grantham and Smith [13] to reduce noise at the lateral
microphone. In literature, such a takeoff procedure has become known as
autothrottle or programmed lapse rate (PLR) [7]. In this paper, the authors
propose the term programmed thrust cut-back (PTCB) instead of PLR
because the term lapse implies a degradation in thrust due to phenomena
other than a deliberate fuel flow reduction, including changes in flight Mach
number and ambient conditions. As such, a PTCB is an advanced procedure
compared to the standard single-thrust cut-back (STCB) procedure initiated
by the pilot.
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takeoff trajectory regarding trajectory controls and operational

space are as follows:
1) Trajectory controls: ICAOAnnex 16 Volume I App. 2 §8.1.1.2

(a) [12] defines the trajectory controls as a pilot-initiated single thrust
cut-back (STCB). In this paper, the high-lift device deflection angles
are fixed during the takeoff trajectory, i.e., PHLDs are not considered.
The STCB is assumed to be a discrete maneuver; i.e., the cut-back
time scale (O�1� s) is significantly shorter compared to the trajectory
time scales (O�10� s).
2) Control altitude: ICAO Annex 16 Volume I §3.6.2 (a) [12]

specifies that a minimum height must be reached before engine
cutback can be initiated by the pilot. This minimum height is
260m for a three-engine aircraft and 210m for a four-engine aircraft.
3) Takeoff speed: ICAOAnnex 16Volume I §3.6.2 (d) [12] defines

that the all-engine operating takeoff climb speed should be between
V2 � 5.1 m∕s (10 kts) and V2 � 10.3 m∕s (20 kts), where V2 is the
takeoff safety speed. This takeoff speed shall be attained as soon as
practicable after liftoff.

The propulsion systems of the second generation SST currently

being developed are low ormedium bypass turbofans (i.e., a design

fan pressure ratio ∼2), instead of the afterburning Olympus 593

turbojet engines used on Concorde. These engines are likely to

have excess thrust capability at the takeoff condition, as they are

designed for the (supersonic) top-of-climb condition. This excess

thrust can enable effective PTCB schedules for noise reduction.

Furthermore, SST employs delta wings as opposed to high aspect

ratio wings for subsonic transport. Such delta wings have poor

aerodynamic efficiency (L∕D ∼ 6–7) at low speeds. Higher takeoff

speeds can enable improved climb performance and thereby

reduce noise on the ground. Additionally, higher takeoff speeds

can reduce the source noise of the jet mixing noise dominant SST

engines by reducing the shear between the jet and the ambient

velocity.

The advanced takeoff trajectories employ one or a combination of

modifications to the trajectory controls, the control altitude, and

takeoff speed compared to the standard trajectory, based on the

aforementioned unique characteristics of SST. The key character-

istics of the advanced takeoff trajectories are as follows:

1) Trajectory controls: The advanced takeoff trajectories employ
automatic continuous thrust control schedules, i.e., PTCB. In this
study, the high-lift devices are kept fixed during the takeoff trajectory.
2) Control altitude: 14 CFR 25, §25.111 [30] defines an obstacle

clearance height of 10.7 m (35 ft) above ground level. The minimum
control altitude is reduced to this altitude to be able to affect sideline
noise at low altitudes (above 10.7m and below 260 or 210m for three-
or four-engine aircraft, respectively). By selecting 10.7 m (35 ft) as the
minimum control altitude, the takeoff field distance is unaffected.
3) Takeoff speed: A maximum takeoff speed of 128.6 m∕s

(250 kts) below 3048 m (10,000 ft) altitude is defined in the general
operating and flight rules (14 CFR §91.117.a [31]). The maximum
takeoff speed is increased to this limit to enable SST to take off with
increased aerodynamic efficiency.
The modifications to the trajectory controls, control altitude, and

takeoff speed listed above have been taken from a combination of
aircraft regulations (Part 25—Airworthiness Standards: Transport
Category Airplanes; Part 36—Noise Standards: Aircraft Type and
Airworthiness Certification; Part 91—General Operating and Flight
Rules) to form a set of mathematical constraints for the takeoff
procedure for the STCA.

III. Physical Models

A. Aircraft and Engine Configuration

Advanced take-off trajectories for noise reduction are developed
for the STCA, designed by NASA in service of International Civil
Aviation Organization (ICAO) studies to assess environmental and
economic impacts of SST [29]. A solid model representation of the
STCA airframe can be found in the work of Berton et al. [29]. The
NASA STCA is a 55-metric-ton, eight-passenger business trijet
equipped with a delta wing, designed with a transatlantic range
(4240 nm), and cruising at Mach 1.4 at altitudes between 12.5 and
15.5 km [29].
The NASA STCA is equipped with a derivative engine for its

propulsion system, repurposing its engine core from an existing
donor engine. In this paper, a model of a CFM56-5B derivative
engine for the NASA STCA business jet is developed using the
Numerical Propulsion System Simulation (NPSS) software [32].
The model of the CFM56-5B donor engine is validated using the
thrust versus fuel flow characteristic, available in the ICAO Engine
Emission Databank [33]. Subsequently, a purpose-designed low-
spool is designed around the donor core to meet the STCA mission
thrust demand targets (Table 2). Details of the derivative engine
model development can be found in Prashanth et al. [34].

B. Takeoff Trajectory Model

The aircraft takeoff trajectory is illustrated in Fig. 2 and consists of
five phases: ground roll, rotation, liftoff, automatic and continuous
thrust control, and cut-back. Table 3 summarizes the state variables,

Table 2 NASASTCApropulsion system thrust demand targets [29];
top-of-climb sets the engine sizing point as the mission most demanding

operating point

Mission
parameter

Sea level
static
(SLS)

Takeoff
(TO)

Top-of-
climb
(TOC)

Start of
cruise
(SOC)

End of
cruise
(EOC)

Altitude [km] 0 0 12.5 12.5 15.5
Mach number 0 0.25 1.4 1.4 1.4
Thrust [kN] 73.9 62.9 24.5 21.4 14.7

Fig. 2 Takeoff trajectory definition indicating its five consecutive phases, including boundary constraints and control variables.
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boundary constraints, path constraints, and control variables for the
respective five phases.
In the ground roll phase, the aircraft accelerates until rotation

speed, keeping the angle of attack α and thrust setting τ constant.
The engine thrust setting is defined as the ratio of applied net thrust
compared to the maximum thermodynamically available net thrust
at a flight condition and at 100% high-spool speed. The rotation
speed is defined as a multiple of the aircraft stall speed, i.e.,
Vrot � krotVstall. The rotation speed ratio krot is a control parameter
that is optimized in order to meet the final velocity boundary
constraint, as well as to reduce noise levels.‡‡ A constant rotation
rate, _α � 3.5 deg ∕s [35], is applied in the rotation phase until the
aircraft load factor, n � 1, is obtained. Subsequently, the aircraft
climbs in the liftoff phase on a curved path until the runway
obstacle clearance height zobstacle � 10.7 m (35 ft) is reached, at
which point the landing gear is retracted. The angle of attack is
controlled as a continuous function of time to meet the path
constraint, i.e., maintaining a positive rate of change of the climb
angle. After the obstacle height is cleared, the automatic and

continuous thrust control is enabled, τ � τ�t�. Once the location
of the flyover observer is reached (x � 6500 m, where x is the
distance past brake release), the thrust setting is kept constant in
the cut-back phase equal to the cut-back thrust setting τcb. The cut-
back phase ends at x � 15; 000 m past the brake-release point.
During the liftoff, automatic and continuous thrust control, and
cut-back phases, the angle of attack is controlled as a continuous
function of time to maintain a positive rate of change in the air-
speed. The automatic and continuous thrust control and cut-back
phases are also constrained by a minimum 4% climb gradient
requirement as well as a steady-level flight requirement with
one-engine-inoperative (OEI), whichever requires more thrust
(ICAO Annex 16 Volume I §3.6.2.b [12]). It is assumed that the
aircraft thrust reduces by one third at OEI, i.e., a change in the
aircraft thrust requirement because of the yaw moment rudder
increment corresponding to OEI is neglected. Finally, the flap
deflection angle is kept constant along the trajectory, as the design
of PHLDs is beyond the scope of this paper.
The takeoff trajectory model is developed using NASA Dymos

[28] within NASA OpenMDAO [26]. NASA OpenMDAO is an
open-source framework making use of, among others, analytic
derivatives to develop efficient multidisciplinary analysis and opti-
mization tools. The framework has been used for a wide range of
applications, including trajectory optimization, wing design, and
structural topology optimization. The NASA Dymos package is a
library within NASAOpenMDAO for optimizing control schedules
for dynamic systems. Specifically, the package enables optimal
control of systems constructed with ordinary differential equations

(ODEs). The Flight Optimization System (FLOPS) software
designed by NASA [36] was not chosen for the takeoff trajectory
model, as it is a stand-alone software that cannot effectively be
coupled to aircraft noise estimation models for multidisciplinary
design and optimization, as required for this research.
NASADymos uses an implicit collocation technique to compute

control schedules for dynamic systems in which the states and
controls of the dynamic system are approximated using piecewise
polynomials (splines) [28]. The coefficients of the polynomials are
optimized to satisfy the ODE as well as the path and boundary
constraints at a set of discrete collocation points, i.e., drive the
defect residuals at the collocation points to zero. An alternative to
implicit collocation methods is explicit shooting methods. Collo-
cation methods are preferred over explicit shooting methods for
performance and robustness reasons, although this depends on the
specific problem [28]. Possible performance benefits of colloca-
tion methods can be attributed to the sparsity of their Jacobian
matrices, while their improved robustness can be attributed to the
decoupling of the state and control history compared to shooting
methods [37].
Each phase of the trajectory is discretized using aGauss–Lobatto

pseudo-spectral transcription method [38] characterized by a num-
ber of segments, nseg, and a transcription order norder. A trajectory
solution that is continuous in its first derivative is selected. Fur-
thermore, as the Gauss–Lobatto transcription requires an odd
number of points, the minimum transcription order for the collo-
cation of the state and control variables is 3. The number of seg-
ments is varied in each phase to ensure a time step Δt < 0.5 s. This
requirement is set by Annex 16 Volume I [12] to yield sufficient
temporal resolution for the time integration of tone-corrected per-
ceived noise level (PNLT) in the effective perceived noise level
(EPNL) calculation.
The trajectory model computes the rates of change of the flight

dynamics state variables _x, _z, _v, _α, and _γ using various modules to
evaluate the atmospheric properties, aerodynamic performance, and
propulsion characteristics. The inputs and outputs of the governing
equations of the individual modules in the takeoff trajectory model
are illustrated using an extended design structure matrix (XDSM) in
Fig. 3 [39]. The rates of change are implicitly integrated using the
Dymos package to obtain the time series of the state variables as well
as the control variables. A detailed description of the governing
equations in the modules of the takeoff trajectory model is given in
Appendix A.

C. Noise Model

The pyNA aircraft noise estimation model [27] is used to com-
pute the noise levels at the takeoff certification microphones. To the
best of the authors’ knowledge, pyNA is the only model that
provides sensitivities of aircraft acoustic metrics to engine design
and control variables, thus enabling multidisciplinary optimization
and optimal control for low-noise aircraft. The flyover microphone

Table 3 Definition of advanced takeoff trajectories using automatic and continuous thrust as a combination of five phases
with states, boundary constraints, path constraints, and trajectory controls

Controls

Phase States Boundary constraints Path constraints Angle of attack Thrust

Ground roll x, v
Initial: Vi � 0

α0 τ � 1
Final: Ve � krotVstall

Rotation x, v
Initial: αi � α0 dα

dt � 3.5 deg ∕s τ � 1
Final: ne � 1

Liftoff x, z, v, γ
Initial: zi � 0

_γ ≥ 0 α�t� τ � 1
Final: ze � zobstacle

Automatic and continuous thrust control x, z, v, γ
Initial: zi � zobstacle

_V ≥ 0
γ ≥ 0 if OEI

γ > 4% else
α�t� τ�t�

Final: xe � xflyover

Cut-back x, z, v, γ

Initial: xi � xflyover

_V ≥ 0
γ ≥ 0 if OEI

γ > 4% else
α�t� τcbFinal: xe � xend

Final: Ve � Vmax

‡‡The use of the rotation speed ratio is a low-fidelity method to model the
balanced field distance requirementwith one-engine-inoperative, described in
14 CFR Part 25.
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is fixed underneath the flight path at 6500 m downstream of the

brake-release point, whereas the lateral microphone is placed on a

450 m lateral sideline, at the position resulting in maximum lateral

noise [12].

The methods from the literature used to model the individual noise

sources, the noise propagation from the source to the observer, and the

certification noise level computation at the observer are summarized in

Table 4. The engine and airframe noise sources are assumed to be

compact for far-field noise propagation between the takeoff trajectory

and the certificationmicrophones. The effect of engine noise shielding

by the airframe has been neglected, meaning that forward radiated fan

broadband and tonal noise are likely to be overpredicted in this paper.

SAEAIR-5662 [50] uses a post hoc subtraction from the aircraft noise

levels to account for lateral attenuation effects at low elevation angles.

As the post hoc subtraction is applied to the noise levels, it is thus not

dependent on one-third octave band frequency. More details about the

pyNA aircraft noise estimation model, including its XDSM diagram,

can be found in Voet et al. [27].
The utility of the pyNA aircraft noise estimation model is assessed

against theNASAANOPPnoise assessment of theNASASTCAon a

standard takeoff trajectory [29]. Note that pyNA is able to accurately

compute aircraft noise levels at multiple microphone locations near

the takeoff trajectory. Specifically, a maximum difference between

pyNA and NASA ANOPP of +0.1 EPNdB is found for the total

EPNL, governed by the good agreement for the jet mixing noise

source module [27].

IV. Optimization Problem Formulation

A. Optimal Control Framework

The objective of the automatic continuous thrust control system

is to minimize the noise levels at both the lateral and flyover

microphones, i.e., EPNLlateral and EPNLflyover. This multi-

objective optimization problem is cast as an optimization problem

with a single composite objective function in Eq. (1) minimizing the

takeoff noise level, EPNLtake−off � EPNLlateral � EPNLflyover.

The takeoff trajectory model (Sec. III.B) and the aircraft noise

estimation model (Sec. III.C) are combined using the NASAOpen-

MDAO package [26] to solve the optimal control problem:

α��t�;τ��t�; k�rot � argmin
α∈�αmin ;αmax �

τ∈�0;1�
krot∈�1.1;1.5�

�EPNLlateral�EPNLflyover�

subject to boundaryandpathconstraints

�Table3�
�1�

The control variables are the angle of attack α�t� the thrust-setting
schedule in the automatic and continuous thrust control phase, τ�t�,
as well as the rotation speed ratio krot. The lower bound on the

rotation speed ratio is to meet the minimum unstick speed require-

ment VMU > 1.1Vrot [35]; the upper bound is selected to avoid

takeoff speeds above Vmax � 128.6 m∕s (250 kts). The tire operat-
ing speed provides an additional (practical) upper bound constraint

on the rotation speed ratio; commercial subsonic aircraft have a

maximum tire speed between∼113 and 120 m∕s (220 and 235 kts),
Concorde had a maximum tire speed of 125 m∕s (242.4 kts) [51]. It
is assumed that sufficient runway length is available for the aircraft

to accelerate. The extended design structure matrix (XDSM) of the

optimal control framework is shown in Fig. 4 [39]. Given the control

variables, Xcontrol � fα�t�; τ�t�; krotg, the trajectory module com-

putes the flight path fts; x; y; z; v; α; γg and engine operating varia-

bles fYfan; Ycore; Yjetg along the trajectory. The engine operating

variables serve as inputs to the pyNA fan, core, and jet noisemodels,

and are given by the sets in Eq. (2):

Fig. 3 Extended design structure matrix (XDSM) of the trajectory model showing the relation between inputs and outputs of its modules.

Table 4 Summary of themethods from literature used in the aircraft

noise estimation model

Module Method

Noise source modules

Fan broadband and tones Heidman method [40] with
• GE Aircraft Engines revision for
broadband noise [41]

• Allied Signal revision for rotor-
stator tones [42]

• GE Aircraft Engines fan liner
treatment method [43]

Core Emmerling method [44]
Jet mixing SAE ARP876: Single-stream, shock-

free jet mixing noise [45]
Airframe Recalibration of Fink method [46]

using high-speed research (HSR)
method [47]

Noise propagation modules

Spherical spreading, characteristic
impedance, and frequency shift for
moving observers

Inverse squared distance law,
characteristic impedance ratio, and
Doppler effect

Atmospheric absorption Exponential decay using atmospheric
absorption coefficient [48]

Ground reflection and attenuation Chien–Soroka method [49]
Lateral attenuation SAE AIR 5662 [50]

Noise levels modules

Perceived noise level, tone corrected
(PNLT)

ICAO Annex 16 Volume I [12]

Effective perceived noise level
(EPNL)

ICAO Annex 16 Volume I [12]
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Yfan � fΔTt�f; _m�
f; N

�
fg

Ycore � f _m�
c;i; T

�
t;c;i; T

�
t;c;j; P

�
t;c;i;ΔT�

t;des;cg
Yjet � fV�

j ; ρ
�
j ; A

�
j ; T

�
t;jg

(2)

Then, given an array of observer locations, the noise module

uses these flight paths and engine operational variables to

compute the takeoff certification noise level, EPNLtake−off �
EPNLlateral � EPNLflyover. The optimal control framework

employs the gradient-based interior point optimization algorithm

—implemented in the Interior Point Optimizer (IPOPT; Version

3.13.1) package [52]—to optimize for the control variables. The
noise-optimal control schedule along the trajectory, X�

control, is

determined using the sensitivities of EPNL with respect to the

trajectory control variables Xcontrol. This sensitivity is decomposed

using the chain rule as given in Eq. (3):

∂EPNLtake−off

∂Xcontrol

�

i

∂Yengine;i

∂Xcontrol

Engine response

⋅
∂EPNLtake−off

∂Yengine;i

Noise response

�
j

∂Yairframe;j

∂Xcontrol

Airframe response

⋅
∂EPNLtake−off

∂Yairframe;j

Noise response

Term I∶Noise generation

�
k

∂Yflight path;k

∂Xcontrol

Trajectory response

⋅
∂EPNLtake−off

∂Yflight path;k

Noise response

Term II∶Noise propagation
(3)

The sensitivities of the engine operating variables, ∂Yengine;i∕
∂Xcontrol, are computed using analytical partial derivatives of a third-
order Lagrange polynomial interpolation from the NPSS engine deck
of the derivative engine model. If the aircraft employed PHLDs, the
airframe sensitivities ∂Yairframe;j∕∂Xcontrol would be equal to 1 for

control variables of the high-lift devices and 0 for engine control
variables. The trajectory sensitivities, ∂Yflight path;k∕∂Xcontrol, are

computed analytically and implemented explicitly in the Dymos
trajectory model. The noise sensitivities ∂EPNLtake-off∕∂Yengine;i,

∂EPNLtake−off∕∂Yairframe;j, and ∂EPNLtake-off∕∂Yflight path;k are com-

puted in pyNA using the Julia ReverseDiff automatic differentiation
package [53].
Term I in Eq. (3) governs how both engine and airframe control

parameters affect the noise generation at the source, while Term II
governs how those control variables affect the noise propagation
between the source and the observers by changing the trajectory.
As an example, Eq. (4) shows the sensitivity of takeoff EPNL with
respect to engine thrust setting τ by examining the dominant terms in
the expansion of Eq. (3):

An increase in thrust setting yields an increase in mixed jet velocity,
which in turn increases source noise because of increased jet shear.
The noise generation term is thus positive. The increase in thrust

setting is used to climb and thus yields an increase in flight altitude.

This increase in altitude results in an increased propagation distance

between the source and the observer, which reduces the takeoff

EPNL. The noise propagation term is thus negative. Equation (3)

shows how the design of continuous control schedules for advanced

takeoff trajectories for SST is a trade between noise generation at the

source and noise propagation between the source and the observer.

B. Modification of Certification Noise Objective Function for Optimal

Control

The optimal control framework presented in Sec. IV.A is used to

solve the optimal control problem in Eq. (1). The objective function

of the optimal control framework for the advanced takeoff trajectory

using PTCB is the takeoff EPNL. This section presents four mod-

ifications to the takeoff EPNL objective function to enable optimal

control using certification noise metrics as the objective function.

The modifications to the takeoff EPNL objective function have

been developed on an empirical basis. The IPOPT optimization

iteration history provides useful insight into posing the optimiza-

tion problem in the correct way.§§ The IPOPT interior point opti-

mization algorithm converges when the following variables fall

below a preset tolerance:
1)Primal infeasibilitydenotes the trajectory constraint violation.The

convergence to zero of the primal infeasibility indicates that the trajec-
tory is physically feasible and not violating any trajectory constraints.
2)Dual infeasibility denotes the trajectory optimality violation for

the specified objective function. The convergence to zero of the dual
infeasibility thus indicates the optimality of the solution.

Themodifications to the acoustic objective functions are defined to

achieve convergence of the optimal control problem and thus achieve

feasible takeoff trajectories for SST noise reduction.

1. Pareto Optimality for Multi-Objective Optimization Problem

The optimal control problem of Eq. (1) with takeoffEPNL as the

objective function is a multi-objective optimization problem, i.e.,

minimizing the sum of the lateral and flyover EPNL. As the lateral
and flyover objective functions compete with each other, this

problem can give rise to Pareto optimality, for which the two

subobjectives can be traded while keeping the composite objective

function (i.e., the sum of the subobjectives) constant [54]. In the

optimization iteration history, such Pareto optimality manifests as a

converging primal infeasibility and a nonconverging dual infea-

sibility, indicating a lack of optimality [55]. In this study, it is thus

chosen to cast the multi-objective optimization problem as a single

Fig. 4 Extended design structure matrix (XDSM) of the noise-optimal control framework as combination of the trajectory and noise model.

§§The IPOPT optimization iteration history for the high-speed PTCB
trajectory at VTO � 128.6 m∕s (250 kts) is shown in Appendix B.
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objective optimization problem with the flyover noise level as an

objective function and an upper bound constraint on the lateral

noise level:

τ��t�; k�rot � argmin
TS∈�0;1�

krot∈�1.1;1.5�

EPNLflyover

subject to EPNLlateral < EPNLlateral;upper bound

boundary and path constraints �Table 2�
(5)

The value for the upper bound of lateral EPNL in Eq. (5) is

informed by the trajectory operational space, as will be explained in

Sec. V. One could also choose tominimize the lateral noise by using

the STCB operational space to find an informed estimate of the

minimum achievable flyover noise. To assess whether the solution

of the optimal control problem in Eq. (5) is a global minimum, one

can perform a sensitivity analysis for various lateral upper bound

constraints, which is beyond the scope of this work.

2. Nondifferentiable Definition of the Lateral Certification Noise Metric

The lateral certification noise level is defined as themaximum level

measured by any microphone on the sideline at y � 450 m. ICAO

Annex 16 Volume I §3.3.2.2 requires measurement points within

10 m on the lateral sideline [12]. In this work, this requirement is

relaxed to limit the computational cost. The maximum sideline

EPNL is approximated using a series of N discrete sideline observ-

ers. The lateral EPNL is thus defined as

EPNLlateral � max
j∈�1;N�

EPNLsideline;j (6)

The position of the sideline observers is chosen such that the maxi-

mum noise level along the sideline occurs within the interval. The

maximum function in Eq. (6) is not continuously differentiable and

thus cannot be used in gradient-based optimization. Equation (6) is

therefore approximated using the Kreisselmeier and Steinhauser log-

sum-exp (LSE) function [56]:

max
j∈�1;N�

EPNLsideline;j ≈ a� 1

k
log

N

j�1

exp�k�EPNLsideline;j − a�� (7)

The constant a is used to avoid overflow of the smooth maximum

approximation and is set equal to the maximum sideline noise level,

i.e., a � maxj∈�1;N� EPNLsideline;j [56]. Finally, a smoothing factor

k � 50 is used. Equation (7) is substituted in the upper bound

constraint of Eq. (5). A reasonable value for the smoothing factor k
is determined using a sample problem by considering the trade

between the smoothness of the approximation in Eq. (7) and the

ability to reach the maximum.

3. Region of Undetermined Control for Conventional Certification Noise

Metrics

The conventional EPNL certification noise metric as prescribed

by ICAO Annex 16 Volume I [12] is defined in its integral form by

EPNL � 10log10
1

Δt
t2

t1

100.1PNLT�t� dt (8)

A reference duration Δt � 10 s is used in Eq. (8). The times �t1; t2�
are determined by the times for which PNLT > �max�PNLT� −
10 TPNdB� [12]. The domain of influence of a control variable at

time step tcontrol is t > tcontrol (Fig. 5a). The domain of influence of

EPNL is thus t ∈ �t1; t2� (Fig. 5b). Comparing the domain of depend-

ence of EPNL to the domain of influence of the trajectory control, a

region of undetermined control is obtained for t > t2, since control
variables for t > t2 are not influencing the optimal control objective

function. This region is illustrated by the hatched region in Fig. 5.
This region of undetermined control is avoided by defining a

modified acoustic objective function, i.e., the integrated tone-

corrected perceived noise level (IPNLT):

IPNLT � 10log10
1

Δt
∞

0

100.1PNLT�t� dt (9)

The integrals of the antilog of PNLT in Eqs. (8) and (9) are plotted in

Fig. 6. The upper limit of the integral in Eq. (9) is approximated as the

final time step of the trajectory, i.e., tend at which x � xend (see

Table 3). The tails of the antilog of PNLT—outside the EPNL
domain of dependence—are by definition at least one order of

magnitude smaller than the peak. Thus, IPNLT is a suitable modified

objective function for the optimal control problem defined in Eq. (5).

Fig. 5 Illustration of the region of undetermined control forNASASTCAStandard trajectory [7,29] at the flyovermicrophone usingEPNL as objective
function.
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4. Weak Minima for Integral Objective Functions

The EPNL and IPNLT noise metrics are integral objective func-
tions that can be discretely represented as a multi-objective optimi-
zation:

objective �
t2

t1

y�t� dt ≈
ti∈�t1;t2 �

yiΔt (10)

Similar to Sec. IV.B.1, the sum in the objective in Eq. (10) leads to a
multi-objective optimization problem prone to weak minima within
the constraints of the problem, corresponding to oscillatory solutions.
This results in a lack of dual-infeasibility convergence in the IPOPT
optimization algorithm. The convergence criterion for the optimiza-
tion algorithm is altered to the convergence of the primal infeasibility

only, i.e., ipr < 1 ⋅ 10−4. This forces the optimization algorithm to

arrive at a trajectory and associated control time history without
constraint violation, despite having no proof of optimality through
dual infeasibility convergence. An example of the IPOPT conver-
gence history for the PTCB trajectory at VTO � 250 kts is shown in
AppendixB. Furthermore, the number of number segments,nseg, and
transcription order norder of the Gauss–Lobatto transcription must be
carefully selected when using integral objective functions in trajec-
tory optimization. Too many segments can result in oscillatory
behavior in the control time series, whereas too few will not be able
to capture higher order trends. The PTCB control schedules in this
paper use nseg � 8 and norder � 3.

V. Results and Discussion

A. Certification Noise Levels of STCB Operational Space for NASA
STCA

Figure 7 shows the lateral, flyover, and takeoff EPNL for the
STCB trajectory operational space of the NASA STCA at both the
low and high takeoff speeds. The operational space is determined by
2 degrees of freedom, namely (zcb, τcb).
The STCB operational space exhibits an inherent tradeoff between

lateral and flyoverEPNL at both takeoff speeds. A high-altitude thrust
cut-back near the domain of dependence of the flyover microphone
enables the aircraft to a) climb as high as possible above the flyover
microphone, and b) reduce its source noise contribution at the flyover
microphone using the thrust cut-back. However, the lateral microphone
then measures the source noise from engines at full thrust, resulting in
high lateral noise. Alternatively, a low-altitude thrust cut-back, before
reaching the domain of dependence of the lateral microphone, enables
the aircraft to reduce its local lateral source noise contribution at the cost
of having a lower altitude above the flyover microphone, thereby
increasing flyover noise. Figure 7 clearly shows the altitude above
which cut-backs do not have any effect on the lateral noise
(zcb > 300 m). This inherent tradeoffbetween lateral and flyover noise
levels is highlighted by the two distinct localminima in the contour plot
of the takeoff EPNL. The control variables corresponding to the local
minima in the contour plots of Fig. 7 are marked with an asterisk (*).
Similar to the low-speed trajectories, the high-speed operational

space is characterized by two local minima, governed by the trade in
lateral and flyover noise levels. The minimum cut-back thrust setting
reduces from τminjV2�20 kts � 0.75 at low takeoff speeds to
τminj250 kts � 0.4 at high takeoff speeds. This is driven by the
improved aerodynamic efficiency during takeoff, i.e., L∕Dj250 kts �

13.1, compared toL∕DjV2�20 kts � 8.3. As the noise signature of the

NASA STCA is dominated by the jet-mixing noise contribution, an

increased flight velocity also enables reduced source noise because of

the reduction in shear of the jet, represented by (Vj − V0). Further-

more, at higher takeoff speeds, the duration correction of the EPNL
noise metric reduces, resulting in lower certification noise levels.¶¶

The operational space of the STCB trajectory in Fig. 7 includes two

local minima of takeoff EPNL for each takeoff speed:
1) Standard trajectory (S): The high-altitude cut-back (z ≥ 260 m)

takeoff trajectories at low takeoff speed (VTO � V2 � 20 kts) are
currently abiding by the ICAOAnnex 16Volume I noise certification
procedures for subsonic aircraft. Theminimum takeoff noise level for
such trajectory in the (zcb, τcb) operational space is equal
to EPNLTO � 188.2 EPNdB.
2) Advanced trajectory (A1): Reduced cut-backs altitudes

(zcb < 260 m) enable up to 3.0 EPNdB takeoff certification noise
reduction.
3) Advanced trajectory (A2): Increased takeoff velocities

(VTO � 250 kts) at z ≥ 260 m enable up to 4.1 EPNdB takeoff
certification noise reduction.
4) Advanced trajectory (A3): A combination of both reduced cut-

back altitude and increased takeoff velocity enables up to 7.0 EPNdB
takeoff certification noise reduction.
The certification noise levels of these STCB trajectories are sum-

marized in Fig. 10 in Sec. V.D.

B. Sideline Noise Characteristics of Single-Thrust Cut-Back Trajecto-
ries

Figure 8 shows the sideline noise levels for the two local minima in

the STCB takeoff trajectory operational space of the NASA STCA at

V2 � 20 kts takeoff speed: the high-altitude (zcb � 750 m, τcb �
0.75) and low-altitude (zcb � 25 m, τcb � 0.75) trajectories. Side-
line noise levels for x < 1 km are not considered to avoid an (invalid)

10 dB down region on only the right side of PNLTmax. Three

characteristic regions are identified along the sideline:
1) Aircraft ground roll:

During the ground roll, the aircraft has the same propagation distance
to all microphones on the sideline. These noise measurements of
thesemicrophones are only shifted in time. As the aircraft accelerates
along the runway after brake release, the jet mixing source noise
reduces as the shear between the jet and ambient reduces, which
results in reduced sideline noise. Further, ground effects as well as
lateral attenuation effects are dominant in this region. Note that this
region (before the liftoff point) is not taken into account when
computing the maximum sideline noise.
2) Aircraft liftoff:

Shortly after liftoff, the ground effects and lateral attenuation effects
on the propagated noise reduce as the microphone elevation angle
increases, resulting in increased sideline noise. The slope of the
sideline noise in this region is dependent on the rate of climb along
the takeoff trajectory.

Fig. 6 Illustration of EPNL and the IPNLT metrics for the NASA STCA Standard trajectory [7,29] at the flyover microphone;
Δ � IPNLT −EPNL � 0.32 dB.

¶¶The effective perceived noise level is defined asEPNL�max�PNLT��
D, where the duration correction is given by D � 10log10��1∕T�
∫ t2
t1 antilog�PNLT∕10� dt� −max�PNLT�; t1 and t2 are the times for which

PNLT is abovemax�PNLT� − 10TPNdB; and T � 10 s is a normalizing time
constant. At higher speeds, Δt � t2 − t1 decreases, resulting in a decreased
duration correction.
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3) Aircraft climb-out:
As the aircraft climbs out further, the distance between the aircraft
and the microphones increases further, causing the sideline noise to
decrease. Similar to the liftoff region, the slope of the sideline noise is
dependent on the rate of climb along the takeoff trajectory.

Figure 8 shows that the low-altitude single thrust cut-back occurs

before the sideline noise peak and thus has an impact on the lateral

noise levels. The high-altitude thrust cut-back occurs after the

sideline noise peak and thus only impacts the flyover microphone

noise level. The three distinct regions are also observed for the

Fig. 7 Lateral (top), flyover (middle), and takeoff (bottom) EPNL for the STCB operational space for the NASA STCA. Control parameters of local

minima are indicated by an asterisk (*); hatched area does not satisfy steady-level flight at OEI.

Fig. 8 Sideline noise levels for the best high-altitude (zcb � 750 m, τcb � 0.75) and low-altitude (zcb � 25 m, τcb � 0.75) single thrust cut-back takeoff
trajectory of the NASA STCA at V2 � 20 kts.
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takeoff trajectories of the NASA STCA at high-speed takeoff. The
sideline noise characteristics are critical in determining noise-
optimal takeoff trajectories using PTCB control strategies, as pre-
sented in Sec. V.C.

C. Effect of PTCB on Takeoff Noise Levels

It is hypothesized that PTCB trajectories can enable takeoff noise
reduction because of their increased degrees of freedom compared to
STCB trajectories and, thus, eliminate the trade between lateral and
flyover noise established in Sec. V.A.
As introduced in Sec. IV.B.2, the lateral noise for the PTCB

trajectories is approximated using a series of N sideline observers.
The following sideline observer interval is chosen:

x ∈ �xobs;1 � 1000; xobs;N�16 � 6250� m → Δxobs � 350 m (11)

The choice of sideline observer is informed by the sideline noise
characteristics, as outlined in Sec. V.B. The interval of sideline
observers needs to capture the liftoff and climb-out regions (see
Fig. 8), i.e., the location of the maximum sideline noise. The start
of the interval is adapted to reflect the change in their takeoff distance.
The lateral EPNL upper limit in Eq. (5) is set to the minimum lateral
EPNL from the STCB operational space in Fig. 7, i.e., 93.2 EPNdB
for VTO � 197 kts and 86.9 EPNdB for VTO � 250 kts. The flight
path (x, z), velocity V, thrust-setting schedule τ, and sideline EPNL
for the PTCB trajectories of theNASASTCA are shown in Fig. 9 and

compared to the low- and high-altitude STCB trajectories from

Sec. V.A. The PTCB trajectories are computed for both takeoff
speeds.
The PTCB thrust-setting schedules for both velocity constraints

are characterized by a thrust reduction followed by a thrust bump.

At any point along the takeoff trajectory—by balancing the source
noise and propagation noise—the optimal control framework

applies as much thrust as possible to climb as high as possible
above the flyover microphone. It is noted that this continuous thrust

control schedule needs to be implemented in the engine FADEC
rather than executed by the pilot. Additionally, while the optimal

thrust bump procedure enables noise reduction for the STCA, such a
continuously variable throttle control is more complex to program

in day-to-day operations compared to simpler thrust cut-backs with
steadily decreasing thrust.
The resulting sideline (y � 450 m) EPNL for the PTCB trajecto-

ries is characterized by a noise plateau, as opposed to the distinct

noise peak for the STCB trajectories. As the lateral noise level is
governed by the maximum on the sideline, the STCB trajectories do

not use the full potential to climb above the flyovermicrophonewhen
generating such a noise peak. The shaded area between the sideline

noise level for the low-altitude STCB and the PTCB takeoff trajecto-
ries in Fig. 9 is a proxy for the benefit of the PTCB trajectory. The

sideline noise of the low-altitude STCB trajectory at VTO � V2 �
20 kts already exhibits a relatively flat maximum and thus benefits

negligibly from the automatic continuous thrust control. The PTCB

Fig. 9 Comparison of the flight path (top), velocity (topmiddle), thrust setting (bottommiddle), and sidelineEPNL (bottom) between the high- and low-
altitude STCB, and PTCB trajectories of the NASA STCA.
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benefit at VTO � 250 kts is thus larger, as shown in Fig. 9. By
enabling such automatic continuous thrust control along the takeoff
trajectory, the takeoff noise level is reduced by an additional 3.6
EPNdB compared to the best STCB trajectory, i.e., the low-altitude
high-speed STCB. The certification noise level of both PTCB tra-
jectories is summarized in Fig. 10 in Sec. V.D.
Finally, it is of interest to assess the rate of change of engine thrust

setting throughout the PTCB trajectory, i.e., dτ�t�∕dt. The rate of
change of engine thrust setting is between −9.3 and �1.5%∕s
throughout the trajectory. These bounds set a design requirement
on the engine components for future low-noise propulsion systems
for SST. It is assumed that these rates are achievable with CFM56-
based engine technology levels used in the NASA STCA propulsion
system.

D. Comparison of Takeoff Trajectory Certification Noise Levels to
ICAO Stringency Levels

The lateral, flyover, and cumulativeEPNL of the STCBandPTCB
trajectories in Secs. V.A and V.C are compared to the current ICAO
Annex 16Volume I Chapter 14 noise limits in Fig. 10. This reference
is chosen since the United States has recently declared their support
for the development of supersonic LTO noise standards based on
Chapter 14 limits for commercial subsonic transport [57]. The ICAO
Annex 16 Volume I Chapters 3 and 4 cumulative noise limits are also
shown in Fig. 10 for reference. The approach noise for the NASA
STCA is constant and equal to 98.6 EPNdB.
Figure 10 shows that advanced takeoff trajectories enable 10.6

EPNdB cumulative noise reduction for the NASASTCA, compared
to a standard takeoff trajectory abiding by the subsonic noise
certification standards in ICAO Annex 16 Volume I: 7.0 EPNdB
by reducing the allowable control altitude and increasing the takeoff
speed and 3.6 EPNdB by using automatic continuous thrust control.
The advanced takeoff trajectories are required for the NASA STCA
to meet the ICAO Annex 16 Volume I Chapter 4 noise limits.
However, the cumulative noise level still exceeds the Chapter 14
noise limits by 5.1 EPNdB. The increase in takeoff velocity from
V2 � 20 kts to 250 kts is found to be the most effective measure to
reduce SST takeoff noise levels as this reduces the jet shear and
associated jet mixing noise. Even higher takeoff velocities above
250 kts could enable more noise reduction by further decreasing the
jet shear. Those could be achieved by an in-air acceleration segment
combined with an automatic flap retraction procedure. However,
procedures using PHLDs are beyond the scope of this paper and left
for future research.
The assessment of advanced takeoff trajectories for takeoff noise

reduction in this paper is applied to the NASA STCA. It is thus of
interest to compare the noise level of the advanced trajectory with
the lowest cumulative noise level (−5.1 EPNdB cumulative margin
to ICAO Annex 16 Chapter 14) with the result obtained by Berton

[18] (−1 EPNdB cumulative margin). The differences in results are

attributed to the use of a) an in-air acceleration segment, b) PHLDs,
and c) a different method for computing lateral EPNL in the

presence of ground effects in Berton [18]. Section V.E further
elaborates on the uncertainty of the quantitative results presented

in this paper.

E. Uncertainty Assessment

The aircraft noise prediction methods (see Table 4) used in this

work have been originally developed for (conventional) subsonic
transport aircraft. The following uncertainties are present in the semi-

empirical source noise estimation methods:
1)Fanbroadband noise and tones:Propulsion systems for SSTare

likely to use two-stage fan designs to produce the high fan pressure
ratios (πfan ∼ 2) required for supersonic cruise. Additionally, they are
likely to employ auxiliary inlet doors to allow for increased airflow to
meet takeoff thrust requirements. Since the Heidman method [40]
implementation is developed for engines with single-stage fans with-
out auxiliary inlet doors, the noise generated by these components is
not accounted for in pyNA. Bridges [58] uses wind tunnel data from
two-stage fans developed under the NASA High Speed Civil Trans-
port (HSCT) program to estimate the impact ofmultistage fans on fan
noise for SST. In this work, it is reasoned that SST engines have
significantly longer inlets relative to engines for subsonic transport.
Thus, even though uncertainties exist in the fan noise prediction
methods, their effect on the overall aircraft noise levels can be limited
through the use of additional acoustic liner treatment along the
inlet walls.
2) Jet mixing noise: Henderson et al. [59] performed an acoustic

flight test of a jet mixing noise dominant subsonic Learjet 25 aircraft
to assess the SAE ARP-876 jet mixing noise estimation. They found
that the SAE ARP-876 method underestimates the jet mixing noise
by 2.5–3.5 EPNdB. Furthermore, propulsion systems for SST are
likely to use internal mixers to combine core and bypass ducts as well
as external plugs tominimize boat-tail drag. Such plugs andmixers are
not accounted for in the SAE ARP-876 [45] method for single stream
jet mixing noise. Bridges et al. [58] quantified that the uncertainty on
jet mixing noise for SST propulsion systems is up to 3.85 EPNdB for
the NASA STCAwhen using the SAEARP-876 model. Furthermore,
Bridges [60] assessed the excess noise generated in engines using
internal mixers with external plug exhaust systems.
3) Airframe noise: The Finkmethod [46] for airframe source noise

was developed for conventional subsonic transport [47]. The high-
speed research (HSR) correction factor [47] is obtained from a low-
speed aeroacoustics wind tunnel test of a 3% double delta wing SST
scale model. A physics-based model for the airframe noise of SST
configurations has not been developed.However, since the jetmixing
noise is dominant during takeoff of SST, the impact of airframe noise
uncertainty is expected to be small.

Fig. 10 Comparison of the lateral, flyover, and cumulative certification noise levels of standard and advanced takeoff trajectories with the ICAOAnnex
16 Volume I Chapter 14 noise limits [12].
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The following uncertainties are present in the semi-empirical noise

propagation methods:
1) Engine noise shielding by the airframe has not been accounted

for in the noise assessments. Thewidevariety of possible SSTvehicle
configurations causes uncertainty for noise shielding. The noise
levels for aircraft with under-wing-mounted engines are not affected
by shielding effects. For aircraft with fuselage-mounted engines, the
forward radiated noise is reduced by wing planform shielding. The
noise from fuselage-mounted engines has jet-by-jet shielding for
lateral microphones, which is accounted for via an engine installation
term in the SAE AIR-5662 method [50].
2) Lateral attenuation effects, as described by SAE AIR-5662

[50], are a post hoc subtraction from the aircraft certification noise
levels. The post hoc subtraction of the lateral attenuation correction is
applied to the certification noise levels and thus is not dependent on
one-third octave band frequency. A physics-based lateral attenuation
model is lacking, and thus the effects are determined empirically. The
uncertainty in the SAE AIR-5662 method is a result of the large
scatter exhibited in the empirical data [50]. Additionally, ground
reflection propagation effects are described using an analytical
model, whereas lateral attenuation effects are described using an
empirical model. The combined use of both methods introduces a
double bookkeeping error, as the empirical lateral attenuation model
includes the influence of ground reflections implicitly. As shown in
Fig. 8, the ground reflection and lateral attenuation effects are driving
the shape of the sideline noise. The uncertainty in these propagation
effects is thus expected to have the largest impact on the PTCB
control schedules and their corresponding noise reduction potential.
To reduce this uncertainty, Berton [61] proposes a method to use
ground reflection and lateral attenuation noise models simultane-
ously. Furthermore, ICAO has considered the idea of using ground-
based microphones rather than pole-mounted microphones at 1.2 m
[62–64]. The use of suchmicrophoneswould simplify the interaction
of ground reflection and lateral attenuation effects. However, a
mathematical transformation to allow compatibility with and com-
parisons to legacy pole-mounted measurements has not been devel-
oped yet, which has prevented their implementation with the noise
certification framework.

VI. Conclusions

No previous work has considered the design and optimization

of advanced takeoff trajectories for SST using automatic continu-

ous control schedules of engine thrust to minimize takeoff noise

levels. This research gap is addressed in this paper by identifying

the attributes and quantifying the potential of advanced takeoff

trajectories designed for noise reduction. The following are

shown:
1) Capitalizing on excess engine thrust and improved aerody-

namic efficiency at higher takeoff speeds, i) automatic continuous
control of thrust, ii) increased takeoff speed, and iii) reduced cut-
back altitude compared to conventional trajectories currently used
for subsonic transport, can reduce the cumulative certification
noise level by 10.6 EPNdB for a Mach 1.4 business jet. The key
enabler for community noise reduction is the increased take-
off speed.
2) This cumulative certification noise reduction is insufficient to

meet current subsonic transport noise limits without additional
VNRS procedures, noise reduction technologies, engine cycle
redesigns, or modified airplane architectures not considered in this
paper.
3) Effective PTCB control schedules for takeoff noise minimiza-

tion are characterized by a thrust cut-back followed by a newly
discovered thrust bump. Such a thrust control schedule yields a noise
plateau on the lateral sideline rather than a distinct peak observed for
standard takeoff trajectories.
The following areas for further research are suggested:
1) Assess the potential of operational part-power takeoff proce-

dures [7,16] in combination with the advanced takeoff trajectories
assessed in this paper.

2) Reduce the uncertainty in the quantitative results by improving
the understanding and numerical modeling of the lateral attenuation
effects as well as their interaction with the ground reflection and
attenuation effects.
3) Assess the impact of the advanced trajectories proposed in this

paper on the community noise exposure around airports; possible
community noise metrics are the (local) single event sound exposure
level and the (integrated) noise footprint contour area. Furthermore, it
is recommended to assess airport-dependent advanced takeoff and
approach trajectories tominimize community noise exposure. Increas-
ing the takeoff trajectory degrees of freedom can enable noise reduc-
tions in highly populated areas around the airport, e.g., including
varying bank angles. The noise-optimal control framework developed
in this paper can be applied to develop such trajectories. Instead of
selecting the sideline and flyover certification microphones in the
objective function, microphones can be placed in highly populated
areas around airports to optimize the three-dimensional flight path for
community noise exposure. Furthermore, flying over waterways is an
additional measure for aircraft-dependent LTO procedures for noise
reduction.
4) Carry out flight tests of the advanced takeoff trajectories for

SST noise reduction. This would enable the assessment of the
(computational) results presented in this thesis using experimen-
tal data.
5) Assess how the quantitative results in this paper scale for a broad

range of SST (e.g., with different cruise Mach numbers and air-
craft sizes).

Appendix A: Governing Equations and Verification
of Trajectory Module

A. Governing Equations

1. Atmospheric Module

The 1976 US Standard Atmospheric (USSA) model [65], given

by Eq. (A1), is used to compute atmospheric properties. The model

computes the ambient temperature T0, pressure p0, density ρ0,
speed of sound c0, dynamic viscosity μ0, and characteristic acoustic
impedance I0 � ρ0c0, at altitude z given the sea level atmospheric

conditions (referenced by subscript “sl”). A temperature deviation

from the USSA model is implemented using ΔTUSSA. In Eq. (A1),

the ratio of specific heats, the gravitational constant, the air gas

constant, and the atmospheric lapse rate are denoted by γ, g, R, and
λ, respectively.

TUSSA � Tsl − λz ρ0 �
p0

RT0

T0 � Tsl − λz� ΔTUSSA c0 � γRT0

p0 � psl

TUSSA

Tsl

g∕λR
μ0 � μsl

1.38313 T0

Tsl

1.5

T0

Tsl
� 0.38313

(A1)

2. Aerodynamics and CL-CD Modules

The aircraft aerodynamic lift coefficient CL and drag coefficient

CD are computed from a look-up table as a function of the wing

angle of attack α and the flap deflection angles θflap. The aircraft

landing gear is retracted upon clearing the obstacle height. A con-

stant drag component CD;lg is added to the aerodynamic drag

coefficient when the landing gear is extended, as defined by the

parameter Ilg:

Ilg � 1 for ground roll; rotation; and liftoff phases
0 for automatic andcontinuous thrust; and cut-backphases

(A2)

The aircraft lift and drag forces are computed as follows:
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L � CL�α; θflap�
1

2
ρ0V

2S

D � �CD�α; θflap� � Ilg ⋅ CD;lg�
1

2
ρ0V

2S (A3)

3. Propulsion Module

The engine thermodynamic cycle deck is developed for a CFM56-
5B3 based derivative engine for the NASA STCA using the numeri-
cal propulsion system simulation (NPSS) software [32]. A look-up
table is implemented of the engine parameters as a function of flight

Mach number M0 ∈ �0; 0.5�, flight altitude z ∈ �0; 5000� m, and
engine thrust setting τ ∈ �0.3; 1.05�. In addition to computing the
net thrust Fn, the propulsion module computes engine operational
variables necessary to determine the engine noise source strength (see

Sec. III.C). More details on the development of the engine cycle deck
can be found in Prashanth et al. [34].

4. Flight Dynamics Module

A set of two-dimensional flight dynamics equations is used in the

trajectorymodule, describing the horizontal and verticalmotion (x, z)
of the aircraft as a function of time t. The rate equations for the
position vector (x, z) are given by

_x � V cos γ _z � V sin γ (A4)

The rate equations for velocity V are given by

_V �
1
m �Fn cos ~α −D − Ffric −mg sin γ� for ground roll and rotation phases

1
m �Fn cos ~α −D −mg sin γ� for liftoff; automatic and continuous thrust; and cut-back phases

(A5)

In Eq. (A5), the rolling friction force is given by:Ffric � μ�mg − L�, wheremg is the aircraft weight. The effective angle of attack ~α is given by the
sum of thewing angle of attack α, the thrust inclination angle iFn

, and thewing installation angle α0, i.e., ~α � α� iFn
− α0. The rate equations for

the climb angle γ are given by

_γ �
0 for ground roll and rotation phases

1
mV �Fn sin ~α� L −mg cos γ� for liftoff; automatic and continuous thrust; and cut-back phases

(A6)

As given in Table 3, the rate of change of the angle of attack,

�dα∕dt� � constant, is explicitly prescribed in the rotation phase

and equal to 3.5 deg ∕s. The end of the rotation phase is determined

when the aircraft load factor, n � �Fn sin �α� L∕mg cos γ� � 1.

B. Verification

The takeoff trajectory module is verified against the NASA
STCA Standard takeoff trajectory [7,29], computed using the
NASA FLight Optimization System (FLOPS) software [36]. The
comparison of the flight path variables (x, z, α, γ, v) and engine
parameters (τ, Fn) between the trajectory computed using the
takeoff model and the NASA STCA Standard trajectory is shown
in Fig. A1.
It can be seen that the trajectory module is able to closely

compute the flight path variables of the NASA Standard trajectory.
In this verification—as the engine model used in this paper differs
from the NASA STCA engine model developed by Berton [29]—
the engine thrust setting is chosen to match the engine net thrust
profile of the NASA STCA Standard takeoff trajectory. Small
differences in the angle of attack control parameter are expected
due to differences in control logic between Dymos and
NASA FLOPS.

Appendix B: Weak Minima as a Result of Integral
Objective Functions

Figure B1 shows the objective function EPNL at the takeoff
certification microphones as a function of the iteration number for
the high-speed PTCB trajectory at VTO � 128.6 m∕s (250 kts).
Furthermore, the control variables (rotation speed ratio krot, angle
of attack α, and thrust setting τ) are shown as a function of the
optimization iteration number. For the continuous controls (α and

τ), Fig. B1 shows both the discretized control vector elements (i.e., αi
and τi, with index i) as well as the comparison of the continuous

control vector between the final iteration and the average over all

iterations.

Fig. A1 Verification of the trajectory module against the NASA STCA Standard trajectory [7,29]: flight path parameters x, z, v, and γ (top) and
trajectory control parameters Fn, τ, and α (bottom).
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